MEMBERSHIP AND SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR 1982

For calendar year 1982, individual memberships in the Society for the Study of Ethics & Animals (SSEA), which include subscription to Ethics & Animals (E&A), will remain at $5.00 (U.S.). This includes the cost of mailing (at the lowest available rate) within the United States. Members outside the U.S. must pay an additional $2.00 (U.S.) for surface mail or $5.00 (U.S.) for air mail delivery.

For organizations and institutions (not eligible for SSEA membership) the cost of a subscription to E&A will remain at $7.00 (U.S.). As with memberships, this lowest rate can be offered only within the United States. Outside the U.S. the subscription rates are $9.00 (U.S.) for surface mail and $12.00 (U.S.) for air mail. All remittances must be in U.S. funds by draft on a U.S. bank or by U.S. or Canadian postal money order. Members and subscribers outside the U.S. are encouraged to consult their banks or post offices for advice on the most efficacious way to remit.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

The terms of Ann Cottrell Free and Tom Regan on the SSEA Board of Directors will expire in May, 1982. Both have been nominated to succeed themselves. Additional nominations may be made at the business meeting, December 28, 1981, in Philadelphia, or by mail to the Executive Secretary of the SSEA. Nominations do not require a second, but do require the consent of the nominee, who must be a member of the SSEA.

TYPESETTING CHANGES

The striking contrast between the appearance of this issue and that of previous issues of E&A is due to computer word-processing and preparation of the masters on an IBM 6670 laser printer. This work has been done with the computing facilities of Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, for which the SSEA thanks the University. Further refinements are planned for 1982.

RENEW NOW

As always, but now more than ever, the SSEA needs the help of its members in order to survive. First, and easiest, renew your membership for 1982. Do it right now with the enclosed form. Second help us solve the circulation crisis (too few U.S. subscribers to obtain low mailing rates) by recruiting a new member or two or by persuading an organization or library to subscribe. Third, take pen (or word processor) in hand and contribute a review or submit an article. Fourth, if you can, make a tax-deductible contribution in addition to your membership.

THANKS

The Editor and Managing Editor wish to thank Susan Moch for her assistance with this issue.

Harlan B. Miller
Editor